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ABSTRACT IN INGLESE

“An anti-cinema is needed to express the sacred”.
A Conversation with Paul Schrader
edited by Alessandro Canadè and Bruno Roberti

What is the “sacred”? Is it possible to represent it? How can cinema 
achieve a representation of its own? What is the relationship between the 
sacred and the cinematic image? These are the main issues dealt with in 
the conversation with Paul Schrader. Using his book Transcendental Style 
in Film as a starting point and referring to his work as a screenwriter and 
director (in particular to his last movie Adam Resurrected) he focuses on the 
cinematic relationship between the body’s materiality and transcendence; 
between the body and its sacrifice; between sacredness and violence. Finally 
stating that cinema is the art which is least suited to express the sacred be-
cause it has to negate itself to have access to the sacred dimension. It has 
to deny movement, empathy, emotionalism therefore becoming something 
like an “anti-cinema”.

The residue
Alessandro Cappabianca

What is the relationship between cinema and the sacred which, at first, 
may seem like two incommensurable categories? Can transcendent cinema, 
as studied by Schrader, be simply considered one of many genres? Is there a 
relationship between body and mystery that can be shown and uttered? On 
the wake of reflections previously considered by this author in Il cinema e 
il sacro, The residue starts from the hypothesis that every film pervaded by 
an authentic spirituality – every film which investigates in unconventional 
and non confessional ways the problematic relationship between the Be-
ing and the mystery which envelops it and causes it anguish – constitutes 
a ceremonial offer to inscrutable Gods capable of not appreciating and of 
cruelly taking revenge.
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Sainthood only after abandonment. Bazin and the sacred
Marco Grosoli

The influence of phenomenology on André Bazin’s thought has never 
been a secret and neither has the “spiritual” character of many of his writings. 
These aspects have been studied almost exclusively in the essays gathered 
in his anthologies and monographs, which however, constitute a mere 6% 
of his production and amounting to about 2600 articles. The essay analyzes 
two of these “hidden” articles (one of which titled Cinema and Theology) 
from the perspective of the junction between Christianity and Phenomenol-
ogy, as studied by Jean-Luc Nancy.

Dialectics of the sacred
Daniele Dottorini

The essay traces, in Pasolini and Agamben’s reflections, two fundamental 
moments inside a dialectic process which covers the role and the forms of 
the relationship between the sacred and the secular in contemporaneity. It 
starts from the loss of  the sacred as the original mystery in Pasolini’s life 
to the parody of the sacred in the contemporary capitalist cult present in 
Agamben’s thought. It’s a dialectic which overbearingly reflects itself in 
cinema, always intersected by an analogous internal tension. The numer-
ous aspects of modern cinema can actually be traced in the many cinematic 
forms call into question here, for example, the image as a resistance-to-power 
device and the image as a game which desecrates and destroys every false 
sacredness.

“Nutibus indicabo”.
Cinema and the eschatological reserve of the sacred
Massimo Iiritano

The essay deals with some characteristics concerning the conception 
of the sacred. It starts from the renowned essay by Rudolf Otto and with 
particular reference to the Jewish interpretation of the concept (Benjamin, 
Lévinas). It is an attempt to direct the sacred towards eschatology again, 
intended as a semantic frontier which mentions and prefigures something 
which is perceived as invisible and un-performable. It also deals with an 
original challenge to the Limit and the unimaginable present in all traditions 
– philosophical, aesthetical, and theological. Researching the eschatologi-
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cal sense of the sacred in cinema is not simply a historical-critical review 
of how the theme of the end of the world has been treated through time. It 
means, rather, reflecting on how cinema may be a particularly rich territory 
for this type of research.

Empathy and incarnation
Bruno Roberti

The essay deals with the structure, dramaturgy and figurality in Ingmar 
Bergman’s film The Rite (1969) using his interest in the Dionysian as a 
starting point – an interest of his since the early years of his cinematic and 
theatrical career and traceable through a constant connection to the Euripi-
dean Le Baccanti which almost act as an emblem of the face-mask thematic 
tie constant in his poetics. In the film a “Dionysian Journey” is individu-
ated. The journey is intended as tension and empathy between the vision 
(ecstatic) and what is taken from it, or rather what cannot be represented; 
and which maintains a residue (sacrificial) of the image in the unspeakable, 
and in the un-performable. One of the main reference points for this essay 
is the interpretation of Georges Bataille and the concept of “open image” 
or incarnated image provided by Georges Didi-Huberman.

The sacrifice of the Logos
Alessio Scarlato

In this essay the author discusses the notions of the sacred and of the 
gift in Tarkovsky’s cinema. The focus of the reflection is the relationship 
between the victim and the community through the examination of three 
places: the world of the icon (Andrei Rublev), the Zone (Stalker), and the 
sacrificial act (The Sacrifice).

Hierophanies and sacrificial crises 
Federico Giordano

Some expressions of Italian contemporary cinema, which share a ho-
mogeneous “style” and “genre”, show a constant presence of the sacred 
dimension seen as Hieròs (Numinous) rather than Aghiòs (Holy). Such 
filmic presences are connected to two fundamental mechanisms. One is 
the “sacrificial crisis”, often seen in films that deal with horror or political 
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issues – particularly those that deal with the body of Silvio Berlusconi. 
The second is “Hierophany”, a method that develops mostly in films where 
“places” are dense with mythical resonances.

“Domesticity in the world”: Animality and sacred
Felice Cimatti

If the sacred for De Martino is the totality of human practices which 
allow someone to face the crisis of presence and hopefully recover, then 
the operation through which the sacred recovers from this experience is 
what De Martino calls the “mythical-ritualistic connection”. This is what 
happens to Melanie in Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963) when she faces their 
attack in the attic.  It is a decision which cannot be explained from a plot 
development point of view.  It can be explained, however, if we look at 
the gesture as a ritual act. Melanie, acting like a sort of shaman, wants to 
relive, in that delimitated space, the encounter with the birds with the aim 
of getting rid of them. The birds, in fact, not only threaten the “presence” 
but create a state of bewilderment, of anxious stupor which inhibits action; 
which provokes a state of paralysis.

Pasolini, Marilyn and the departure of the gods from Earth
Sandro Bernardi

After a brief introduction which sets Pasolini’s film La rabbia (1963) in 
a historical context of the 60s, the essay analyses the visual and verbal poem 
dedicated to Marilyn and it comments the relationship between words and 
images as an example of “cinema of poetry”. The themes of the poet are 
History as a cyclical alternation of joyous feasts; horrible massacres; and 
the fear of the nuclear. There are many sources, among these contemporary 
paintings; the relationship between History and Anthropology; and especially 
the myth of Astrea, celebrated by Ovid, which narrates the departure of the 
gods from the world. The theme of Marilyn becomes in fact, in Pasolini’s 
mythopoeic vision, a reincarnation of the myth of Astrea, Justice, the last 
one to leave the world before the Great Flood (today world destruction at 
the hands of nuclear energy). The essay compares Pasolini’s verbal and 
visual text to Ovid’s verses.
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The sacredness of the victim: Gran Torino by Eastwood
Roberto De Gaetano

If tragedy is the aesthetic dimension of ritual sacrifice then pathos as 
a tragic low mimetic recaptures, at the level of generic forms, the making 
sacred of a scapegoat; of someone who is killed or allows her/himself to 
be killed (actually or symbolically) in order to guarantee integration and 
life to the community. The tradition of tragic classicism (which actually 
disappeared in the 1800s), and the tradition of the recovery of a tragic low 
mimetic which traverses a certain type of western, has in Clint Eastwood 
a great heir. He is powerfully so in Grand Torino (2008) in which, even in 
an urban setting, not only does he bring together the profound forms of the 
genre but he also profoundly develops the internal tragic dimension.

Ordet and the Lutheran conception of the divine rhetoric
Salvatore Tedesco

The Lutheran conception of the “divine rhetoric” offers a unique access 
key to the relationship between image and word in the 1956 masterpiece 
by Dreyer. An access key to a Kingdom which, according to Luther, is a 
Kingdom of granting, not of vision and of a word which comes “from the 
mouth of the breastfed and the minors”.

Sacred forms in Bresson’s Cinematography
Luciano De Giusti

In Bresson’s Cinematography, transcendence – object of many analyses 
and interpretations – can be usefully classified according to the complex and 
controversial categories of the sacred. Beyond the plan of diegetic journeys, 
such a category presents itself as a way to reinterpret Bresson’s method and 
system, whose particular style of writing depicts language as a privileged 
place where the sacred can render itself perceptible.

Salomè, or on subtraction
Ada Biafore and Andrea Amoroso

Salomè (1972), renounces the very concept of representation and the 
production processes of meaning to the point of dismissing the sacred range 
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of the Biblical event and overturning, at the same time, the cinematic im-
perative of the image which it holds, and holds itself. Inevitably though, the 
end result of this series of subtractions is a residue which could, if allowed 
to circulate, summon a revelation.

Heretical forms of sacredness. Notes on L’ordre by Pollet and Nenette 
by Philibert

Carlo Chatrian

In the analysis of two documentaries which compare the spectator to 
two extreme subjects (the accusatory word of a leper and the face of an 
orangutan), the essay investigates the forms in which the sacred finds rep-
resentation (heretical) in cinema. It concentrates in particular on the concept 
of presence (of a face, of a body, of a word) and of the reactions that this 
type of presence imposes.

The unspeakable in the sacred. On the subject of Dekalog 2 by 
Kieślowski

Alessandra Campo

Kieślowski’s Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain 
is a film about the sacred. It represents the commandment which describes 
the  intangibility of the divine and at the same time and His appearance 
exactly where He is less expected. Kieślowski’s characters do not live a 
divine life. They live between salvation and sin; between the search of the 
truth and the impossibility of understanding it. Nevertheless they let the 
sacred appear, which, as the commandment says, is unmentionable, and 
can never be owned.

Towards the dissolution of the angel. Madame Bovary by Sokurov
Denis Brotto

“Confess, do you see me or hear me?”
The voice is that of Emma Bovary and she is asking one of her lovers. In 

this instinctive doubt Aleksandr Sokurov reveals in Madame Bovary (1989), 
an adaptation of Flaubert’s Madame Bovary, the distinct separation between 
body and spirit; between seeing and hearing; but also between having and 
searching; between deciding and choosing. Sokurov radicalizes the divi-
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sion between the pain of the soul and that of the will of the body present 
in Flaubert’s novel, recreating on the faces of Emma and Charles Bovary 
the delicate relationship between transcendence and immanence. A painful 
division, irresolvable, which does not seem to take into account medical 
remedies. Perhaps Emma’s last gaze, turned towards the sky, hides the only 
possible solution to this dilemma.

The cinema of Amos Gitai between Kadosh and Plus tard tu com-
prendras

Daniela Turco

It’s a short journey on the subject of the sacred based on two movies 
filmed ten years apart by the Israeli director Amos Gitai: Kadosh (1999) 
and Plus tard tu comprendras (2009). It is a short analysis of both films in 
relation to the desire; the grueling search for truth; freedom and the cen-
trality of a critical look which accompany both films. It is related to some 
interpretations and findings of the Sacred by scholars such as Julia Kristeva, 
Emmanuel Lévinas, Simone Weil.

Sacred visions. Mary by Abel Ferrara
Alessandro Canadè

The evangelical episode in Noli me tangere, which opens Mary (2005) by 
Abel Ferrara, shows from the very beginning how the movie is a meditation 
on the sacred which calls into question the nature itself of the images with 
regard to their relationship with the visible and the invisible; the immanent 
and the transcendent. It also places the film between the two expressions 
which according to Jean-Luc Nancy constitute the oxymoronic and paradoxi-
cal character of Christianity, Hoc est corpus meum (“This is my body”) and 
Noli me tangere (“Do not touch me”, or as it sounds in the original Greek, 
“Do not restrain me”).

The sacredness of martyrdom. Martyrs by Pascal Laugier
Franco Marineo

The essay reflects on the use of the body as a place of religiousness and 
of martyrdom. A concept which joins the Catholic tradition to the visualiza-
tion of other forms of sacrifice (the kamikaze, the tortured prisoner) which 
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occupy a central role in the most contemporary aspects of the sacred. This 
is done by having as a background the different Pasolinian aspects of Salò 
(1975), the new forms of cinematic sadism (from Ciprì and Maresco to Lars 
von Trier); and the most relevant films of this genre labeled “torture porn” 
(starting from Martyrs, 2008, by Pascal Laugier).

Dexter and the sacrificial rite
Elena Ezechielli

From an anthropological and ritual perspective the sacred in Dexter is 
expressed and identified with the representation of the sacrificial ritual of a 
scapegoat. A cult that is constantly present, in every single episode of the 
series, according to the creed that Dexter has created, made of rules and 
religious gestures. From this point of view sacrifice is the only possible way 
to reestablish social order and at the same time to be purified of the sins 
committed. This way, sacredness and violence live together becoming the 
two faces of the same coin which emerge, from time to time, depending 
on the situation.

Modernity in the sacred. Lorna’s silence by Luc e Jean-Pierre 
Dardenne

Alessia Cervini

Lorna’s silence (2008) can be considered one of the greatest films of 
modern cinema as well as a masterpiece on the subject of the sacred. In fact, 
perhaps, the narrative spaces which directors leave “vacant”, according to 
the dictates of modern cinema, are precisely what allows the development 
of secular sacredness within the film.
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